LES GENERALS
JACK
Les Generals Jack 's third album is finally here.
With their typical « A chacun son Blues » style, nurtured after 15 years of experimenting with
Blues, Ska, Rock and Soul, they take you on an original musical voyage. However on this new
album Les Generals Jack sound more contemporary than they ever did before.
With Toon Derison(El Fish) on drums, Bart Ieven on guitare de basse/vocal and Marc Bodart
(Buttnaked) on vocal/Guitar, this trio delivers its own quirky sound with a sense of infectious
anarchy. On top of that, the way they seem to enthusiastically sabotage themselves creates a
wonderful anti-establishment feeling. That's why, in times of rigid formats and preconceived
expectations, this feel good band feels like a first ray of light after a long winter.
Acajou was recorded live on a 24-track tape recorder with an occasional overdub and under
the guidance of a handful of loyal Jack-Headz known for their competence, vision and being as
pig-headed as the band themselves (Jan Ieven, Andy Vanlerberghe and Sara Boers). Only in
these circumstances, stripped from tricks and artifice, leaving all technology and make-up
aside, they were able to reveal their most vulnerable self. Humble yet proud, they’ve
shamelessly stuck to their integrity. In times of hyper commercialization this is proving to be
more and more appreciated by fans, listeners and organizers.
So booking Les Generals Jack does not only guarantee you an evening filled with some dirty
stubborn low down roots music, it also provides you with truthfulness and willfulness all
wrapped up in a cheerful package as an added bonus.

To listen to excerpts from Acajou click here or scan the QR-code

For more, visit: www.lesgeneralsjack.be
or meet Les Generals Jack on the social networks Facebook , YouTube

Contacts:
Toon Derison (nl); lesgeneralsjack@telenet.be , gsm 0485 388 328
Marc Bodart (fr); marcbobo@skynet.be , gsm 0486 905 704

